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It is shown that an ertra phoaon deosity of stat6 arsociated witb the rotonJike part of
the dispenion of phono'o excitationg, which is lilely to eriEt io atrmoct all tlpea of noacryrtal-
line oolids, gives rise to an exceEa low-temperaturc specifc beat. This could account for the
anomaly in the low.temp€rature thermal propertier obrcrved in a large number of noncryatal-
line solids and glassy polymcrs. It is shown that und€r certain conditiou the excccs low-
temperature speciic heat ir nearly proportional to abeolute tempef,ature.

The thermal conductivity of noncrystalline dielectric solids has long been
known to be markedly difierent from that of crystalline solids.')") It has also
beeu increasingly apparent that the low-temperature specific heat of solids in the
glassy phase is larger than in the crystalline phass: t){) This difrerence has of-
ten been referred to as an excess specifc heat. The characteristic feature here
is tlrat such a behavior is insensitive to structural details of a particular noncrystal-
line sample and therefore that it seems to be rather common in almost all types
of noncrystalline solids. This result seems to preclude possible mechanisms aris-
ing from structure-sensitive phonon scatterings or quasi-localized phonon modes due
to impurities or defects.?) Fulde and Wagner8) have proposed a eemi-phenomenolo
gical model for elernentary phonon ercitations in noncrystalline solids which can
account for the low-temperature anomalies in the specific heat and the tlermal
conductivity of amorphous solids. Recently Anderson, Halperin and Varmar) have
proposed an alternative possible model, starting from the basic assumption +hnt

in any glass system there should be a certain number of atoms which can sit
more or less equally well in two equilibrium positions.

In a previous paper, to be referred to as f,to) the present authors have shown
that the structural disorder inherent in noncrystalline solids is likely to give rise
to rotonJike phonon excitations in the close vicinity of the first peak in the struc-

ture factor (see Figs. l and 4 in I). In this paper we wish to show that such

a behavior of phonon modes does yield an ertra phonon density of states in the
low-frequency region, thus giving rise to anomalies in the low-temperature thermal
properties of noncrystalline solids. For the sake of simplicity, we confine our-

tr Permanent address.
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selvee in this paper to the problern of the low-temperature specific hcat.
Accordiug to the reeults obtained in f,rcr the dynamical matri:9 giving the

phonon eigenfrequencics as a function of wave vector * in a noncrystalline solid

composcd of atoms of a singlc species is givcn by*)

g: (p/M) 
[ano,<nrva(R)[1-exp(r;1c.ft)]. 

(1)

HLerc, It{ and p are the atomic mass and the number deneity of the atoms, re-

spectively, u (R) is the " bare potcntial " describing t.he interaction of a piir of

atoms, and gr(R) is a pair corrclation function for the distribution of atoms in

the solid. Equation (1) nay be called a quasi-crystalline approrimation. It hsg

been shown that of three branches of phonon modes, one is longitudinal and the

other two are transverse, at least the dispersion of the longitudinal phonons has

the form of phouon-roton-lite excitations[) as observed in liquid helium.rr) I*t

rar(lc) be the eigenfrequency of such phonon modes with imaginary part J",(olt).

Within the framework of the harmonic approximation, thc factor J-r ariscs if wc

take into account higher order correlations other than pairs.**l Then' its contribu-

tion to the frequency spectrum pr(ol) can be expreseed in the form

gt(o):(%t/ilwl l4-*1-[ 
J gt-4,(1)'J

with

ρ8=ω 8_側「:(ω
8), (2)

where fr(k)dh is the number of modes between h snd h+dh and Im[A] denotca

tlre imafinary part of A. In the case of a crystal lattice, thc quantity 
"fr 

(tc) is

nonzero and becomes V./(2ttl only in t}e first Brillouine zone, where V. is the

volume of the unit cell. In our present case, however, such a relation can no

longer be used sincc the conventional reduced-zone scbeme doee not hold. Wittt-

out any approrimation, we cannot procecd from F,q. (2). For thc eske of sim'

plicity, we assume in the following that both of a.(h) and /r(fr) are spherically

symmetric.***) Equation (2) then reduces to

(3)

As in the ease of liquid hclium, we take cor(&) in the vicinity of l:fo, at

which the roton-like minimum takes place, to be of the formnl''r

r, For a daailed discussioa of Eq. (1)' rce Ref. 10), !3.
*rl For a diacugrion ou this point, ree R€f. 1l)' tbe Appcudix"

frt, this approrimatioo ir eguivalent to ElsumiDg the pair correlatioo fuoctioo 95 to be rphcri'

cally symrnetric. Thrr., we are tating into aocouot only thoce correletionr which erirt in the case

of ii-ptu liquids. Tbir may be ured as a zero'order approximation Tbere havc beeo erperimental

indicatioor tbat the ltructure factor of several rubdancea in uoncryrtdline phare ia rc very difiercot

fro that in liquid phE&

ρ:(ω)==8ω I】m[∫|・」F皇311:;10
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wherero)

and

・SD 7LttPπο απ″ M Goれ

の:(λ)=ノ :+(λ
―為)8

2μ:  '

ノ: =の3 (ル0 )

μ==201(為)/[ご
8。:(λ)ソ』し]ル_.ご.

(4)

(6)

(5)

It is shown that the quantities lulco and 4s depend on a panameter cbarac-
terizing the dbgree of local ordering.tr) As showtr in our previbue paperro) and
also as in the case of phonon roton excitations in liquid helium,q the quantity
[o is, in general, slightly smaller than the position of the first pealc in the struc-
ture factor. The contribution of the roton spectrum, similar to Eq. (4), to the
ipecific heat of liquid helium has been studied by Landau.rr The preseni method
differs from that employed by him in that the imaginary part J'r of the frequency
and the wave.number distribution function ft(h) have been introduccd. Insertion
of Es. (4) into Ee. (3) eives

pJ') (ar) - g tktr 1^l f- 4, f ' (h 
" 
+ h' (z)) (h, + h' (z;)l tf ' G, - k' (z) ) (h ; h' (z)fl'  LJo**  1

with

た′(″)〓 [2μ(″―.ム)]/8,

where the superscript r denotes the roton-like part of the freguency spectruE.
In view of the fact that in the case of a crystal l*rice fr(h) is step,fiurctiou-like*)
with a cutoff.wave vector corresponding to the first teciprocal lattice vector fu,
we take fr(k) to be of the form as shown in Fig. 1. The underlying fact here
ig that the uqcertainty y'k in wave number & inherent in disordered systems generally
increases as E increases and that the integrated value of fi(h) over.the whole
wave-number space must be egual to the total nu.mber of atoms in the syetem.

Fig. 1. Schematic bchavior of tle wave.number distribution fuaction
li(f). The dottcd line correapoods to the'case of a cryrtal lattica

We then expand the funciion !r(hr+k') in Taylgr's series:

. 'ilt The propcrtier,of'the wave-number distribution fuuctiqqi(l) in noncryotalline golids beve
alro.been briedy torched.upon in a paperby Morgan [G. J. Morgan,J.Phyr.Cl (1968),344. See
alro, G. J, Morgan aad J. M. Ziman, Proc. Phys. Soc. gl (1967), 689.

0々ルこ た
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/3(ルニ士λ′)=ノ(ルニ)土ノ′OL)″+…:.

Combidng Eq。 (7)with Eq。 (6),we get

ρι(r)(ω)==16μωλ二協 (λ二)Im[∫ご1             ]

ワ
′

+16μ ω{二(λ:)42ルニ(ar3/∂ル)ル_.J♪Im[∫

Di;1讐

]卜
`J・二

]

=雪ρP(ω)十ρP(0)。                         (8)

Without detailed calculations, we can obtain the qualitative property of ρ :(r)(ω).

We observe dttLt by setting「 3(ω
8)equal tO Zero Eq。

(6)reduCes t。

rての=

■16″の
lJ亀(た二)・

2ルニ(菫
堕
::生

≧
)ル_.』lE2μ

(ω―∠3)]1″

≡ρ餞(ω)+ρ餞(ω), (9)

having ttre singularity of the form (a-lS-w. Introduction of ttre imaginary part
would generally modif,es the spectrum as sbown iu Fig. 2. It also modifes tle
second term, but this modification is not so pronoulced as comPared with tlat
due to the first term. Such a result could be obtained by analogy of the energy

spectra of electrons or phonons in disordered systems. As ie seen from Fig. 2,

thus the over-all behavior of pr(D(ro) is almost coustant in the vicinity of a:1.
The above result, when combined with the formula for the specifc heat,

ば,)

Fig, 2. Schematic behavior of
pt{l) (or). The sotid and tbe
dotted lines correslrcnd to the
caseg with and without the
imaginary part rl (or). Curveg
(A), (B), (a) and (b) represent
p,9 ('> , oy] ('), erql(o,) and
prQ (r), respectively.

solids and glassy polymers

tc"e-kslaao{')(ar)(#)'#te;ffl1r,
J

= (hs' /ft)T I oro,"' ( l4-A 
d+,

(10)

gives an excess specific heat lCoo). Here, ks is

the Boltzmann constant and ft is the Planck con-

stant divided. by Zfi.

The result obtained here depends on the fre-

quency gap & in the phonon dispersion curve which,

as we have shown in Ir'ro' characterizes the local

ordering in disordered systems. It appears that any

model or theory aiming at understanding of the low-

temperature thermal properties of nonctystalline

as well must be very simple and at the same time
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sufrciently general to be equally applicable to.a large number, if not even all,
of such disordercd systens. The result obtaiued here may be one of possible
candidates for such a theory.

A remarkable result obtained by Zeller and PohF) is that the specific heat
of noncrystalline solids at very low temperatures is proportional to T. This
could be accounted for by the present result. It is seen from Fig. z that the
ercess frequency spectrum orF) (a) is almost independent of ro above and in the
vicinity of y'1. To arrive at a result more coDcrete than Eq. (10), we nake an
attempt at appro:rimating pj(')(a) [y

１
＞π

街
　
餞

＜

＞

の
　
の

あ
あ

〓ωρ

(11)

where A is a congtant.*) The quantitiee z and talt are a positive number greater
than unity and a constant close to but smaller than lr, which charactcrize the
behavior of. 'r.Ft(111) in the close vicinity of o:0 and a:lt, respectively. putt-
ing Eq. (ll) into Es. (10), we gct

tc,<,> - (k,, / ft) AarT I:' d+j, + (h; / h) AT

X∬■(9・ノーal蔦≒と, (12)

(13)

where

θl=力ω1/λJ

and 0 is atemperaturecorreopondingtoacutofffregueucy of.p{q(a) intheregion
alar. At very low temperatures the quantity 0/T is taken to be infinity. Thug,
the frst term of Eq. (12) gives an excess specific heat proportional to T. The
second term depends sensitively on 0s and z. We have not yet obtained informa-
tion on 4 ftom experimental data. For liquid helium, tbe roton minimum in
unit of degrce Kelvin is about 8oK. In view of poasible ordering in noncrystal-
line eolids higher than in the case of liquid helium, the quantity dr max be smaller
than, eay, SoK. For a sufficiently emall value of 0r the second term in Eq. (12)
can be neglected in comparison with the firet term. This may hold for noncrystal-
line solids, in which tbe linear dependence of the low-temperaturc specific heat
with respect to absolute tempcrature has been observed.r) It is, however, to be
reminded that more important is probably the eristence of ercess low-temperature
spccific heat itself, which may refect a vcry general feature of noncryetalline
solids and glassy polyners resulting from structural disorder.**)

rr The dircontiuity of the derivative of ft(t,(o) at o=orr is an artifict of ourapprorimation,
which doer not dect the errential ftature of tbe erceg epecif,c heat discugrcd bere.

**) It ha! receotly been shown that an ercels low.temp€rature specifc heat ofvitreour relinium
is not proportional to the abcolute temp€r8turc trce J. C. Latjauniar, R. lfaynard and D. Thoulouz,
Solid State Comm. l0 Qgn),2L5).
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